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GridStat Middleware Communication 
Framework: Management Security and Trust 

Overview and Problem Statement 

It is generally recognized that a high-bandwidth and highly available networked communication system should 
overlie the transmission system topology to enable new types of control and protection applications that will make 
the grid more efficient and reliable. Those applications will make use of data originating at many locations in the 
grid, which may be under the control of operators with various levels of competency and motivation, or even under 
the control of attackers. The research in this activity addresses two aspects of cyber security in that emerging 
environment. The first is that of message origin authentication when the data delivery model is multicast. That is a 
challenging technical problem for which various solutions exist, but all exhibit trade-offs among multiple quality-
of-service dimensions, so there is no universally best solution. The second aspect concerns how to make control 
decisions using information from sources whose trustworthiness is unknown a priori. We observe that in any 
system of the power grid’s size, involving thousands of participating entities, security will necessarily be imperfect 
and uncertain. The approach being pursued here attempts to use trustworthiness assessment in combination with 
decision theory to make good control decisions, even in the face of uncertainty about the trustworthiness of some 
inputs. 

Research Objectives 

 Make several multicast authentication protocols available in the GridStat framework, allowing application 
designers to choose a protocol that best meets the application’s needs. 

 Improve the performance of the Time-Valid One-Time Signature (TV-OTS) multicast authentication 
protocol. 

 Systematically analyze trade-offs in parameter choices for the TV-OTS multicast authentication protocol. 

 Design and implement key-generation and key-distribution services to support use of k-time signatures in 
the GridStat framework. 

 Evaluate performance of k-time signatures for multicast messages in the DeterLab environment. 

 Develop a mathematical model or models for trust assessment and decision-making that are appropriate 
for use in power grid control settings. 

 Design approaches to trust data collection for power grid devices and participants to enable useful 
instantiation of the models and maintenance of the instantiations over time. 

 Incorporate instantiated trust models as part of the security design of wide-area control systems to deal 
with risks associated with manipulated data. 

 Assess, formally and informally, the design trade-offs involved in choosing security protocols for smart grid 
data dissemination by investigating the vulnerabilities associated with various transport and network-
layer security mechanisms. 

 Smart Grid Application Area: Wide-area monitoring and control. 

Technical Description and Solution Approach 

 We previously completed work on performance improvements to the key-generation algorithm used in the 
TV-OTS scheme. TV-OTS exhibits some of the best trade-offs between real-time performance and security 
but is accompanied by very high off-line key-generation costs. Based on our evaluation of trade-offs among 
choices in the TV-OTS implementation, such as signature size, number of chains, epoch length, and the 
resistance of the protocol to brute-force attacks, we are implementing TV-OTS as a fully supported 
authentication mechanism in the GridStat framework. 
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 Trust models investigated thus far include a Bayesian probabilistic estimation model for incorporating 
trust information and its uncertainty and a new ranking-based approach that provides useful, if less 
complete, trust input to decision-making while requiring less input information. Our ongoing research 
efforts focus on developing a semantically rich and expressive formal trust management model capable of 
describing the trust relationships between power grid entities. We have a publication in review dealing 
with trade-offs in design choices for transport layer mechanisms that affect the ability of attackers to 
mount false data injection attacks on smart grid data streams. 

Results and Benefits 

 TV-OTS offers tunable security at relatively low computational and latency cost compared to competing 
methods for multicast message authentication. 

 Partnerships and External Interactions: NASPI, SEL, RTE, SCE, ISO New England. 

 Technology Readiness Level: The full demonstration system of TV-OTS key-generation and deployment 
in GridStat is nearly complete. 
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